Seismic wave propagation across a fracture is represented by a nonwelded interface or the linear-slip boundary condition. The normal and tangential fracture compliances control the magnitude of discontinuity of elastic-wave-induced displacement across the interface. The fracture compliances are functions of aperture, roughness and elasticity of the infilling materials. Therefore, imaging and characterizing the nonwelded interfaces have the potential to characterize in situ the mechanical and hydraulic properties of the fractured reservoirs. Furthermore, the nonwelded interface is useful to represent a thin, compliant zone in rock, e.g., fractures, joints, fault branches and geological faults. We explore new approaches to model, image and characterize nonwelded interfaces using elastic waves. We discuss modelling seismic responses of nonwelded interfaces using the boundary integral representation of the wavefield. We investigate the Born approximation of the boundary integral equation and the effects of higher order terms. Furthermore, we develop a new Born inversion approach to image and characterize the nonwelded interfaces, and we discuss advantages of the new approach over the recently proposed AVO inversion. We show that while the AVO inversion accurately estimates the fracture compliances assuming that the fracture geometry is known and the primary reflections are isolated without interference of other events, the Born inversion simultaneously images and characterizes a nonwelded interface using the scattered wavefield without assuming fracture geometry. We also illustrate that the Born inversion handles correctly the multiple fractures. We discuss the effectiveness of these new methods using numerically modeled datasets and laboratory experimental datasets. We show that the Born inversion successfully images the nonwelded interfaces and characterizes the spatially varying fracture compliance, simulating heterogeneous inclusion of water/fluid in a fracture.
INTRODUCTION
Thin, compliant zones in rocks play an important role in determining the mechanical and hydraulic properties of the subsurface. Seismic exploration of physical properties of thin, compliant zones has many application potentials. Such thin, compliant zones can be represented using the linear-slip boundary condition (Schoenberg, 1980) where the seismic displacementdiscontinuity vector (∆u) is induced due to the traction vector (t) and the fracture compliance matrix (Z) at the boundary is expressed as ∆u=Zt. The fracture compliance matrix is a diagonal matrix containing normal ( N ) and tangential ( T ) fracture compliances, which are sensitive to the existence of fluid and the roughness of the fracture surface. Here the term 'thin' is to be understood in the relative scale of a target structure with respect to the wavelength of the sensing waves. Therefore, the nonwelded interface model is useful in a wide range of scales: nondestructive material testing of cracks (Nagy, 1992) , characterizing stiffness of fractures in rocks (Pyrak-Nolte et. al, 1990) , and explaining seismic attenuation due to geological faults (Worthington and Hudson, 2000) .
Recently, AVO inversion has been proposed (Minato and Ghose, 2016) in order to accurately estimate the fracture compliance using the reflection responses. The AVO inversion requires the geometry of the fractures to be known, which is a critical assumption when we consider multiple sets of fractures with unknown geometry. An alternative approach would be, in this case, to simultaneously estimate fracture geometry and fracture compliance. As a starting point to achieve this goal, we propose to use the boundary integral representation of the wavefield including nonwelded interfaces. Considering the series expansion of the integral equation, we are able to discuss the evolution of the higher order terms (e.g., multiple reflections) due to the incident wavefield. Furthermore, it enables us to formulate a new inversion scheme which can simultaneously image and characterize fractures. In this study, we discuss the utilization of the boundary integral representation for modelling wavefield and inversion, considering simple fracture geometries. We show results using numerically modelled and laboratory experimental dataset.
THEORY

BOUNDARY INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION
In this study, we consider the 2D P-SV wave propagation problem. From a convolution-type representation for Green's functions including nonwelded interfaces (Wapenaar, 2007) , we obtain the following boundary integral representation in the space-frequency domain:
where the boundary D int indicates the geometry of the nonwelded interface, and u(x′) is the wave vector at an observation point x′ consisting of particle velocities and stress components as u=(v x v z - xx - zz - xz )
T . Equation (1) indicates that the true or observed wave vector u is represented by the wave vector u and the Green's matrix G in a reference medium, and by the contrast function ΔH b at the fracture. In order to derive equation (1), we assume that the reference medium has the same spatial distribution of elastic constants as the true medium and that the reference medium does not contain nonwelded interfaces. In this case, the contrast function ΔH b is linear with respect to the fracture compliances ( T and  N ) at the fracture.
NEUMANN SERIES EXPANSION
Here we calculate true wave vector u from known values of a reference field ( and ) u G and the contrast function ΔH b using equation (1). The equation is a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind for u, and we consider the Neumann series expansion to solve this problem:
where an observation point x′ is located on a fracture, and the wave vector u is iteratively updated from an incidence wave vector u . In the vicinity of the singularities of Green's functions at coinciding source and receiver locations (x′ = x), we require to handle the singular integral. To this end, we evaluate the integral symmetrically around the singularities by a limiting analytical procedure using elastodynamic Green's functions. We also use the power series expansion of the Hankel function to evaluate the singular integral.
Once we obtain the wave vector u on the fracture, we can then calculate wavefield at any point x′ in the medium using equation (1).
BORN INVERSION
We derive our inversion scheme using the Born approximation or the first iteration (k=1) of equation (2). Considering the observation point x′ at an actual receiver location, we obtain where we consider contributions of multiple sets of nonwelded interfaces. Born inversion is designed to estimate the unknown spatial distribution of the fracture compliances ( T and  N ) from known values of the observed scattered waves ( ),  u u the Green's matrix and the incidence wavefield in the reference medium ( and ) . u G Spatially discretizing a target area, equation (3) can be written in a vector-matrix form as where the column vector d contains the observed particle velocities at receiver locations, and the column vector m contains the spatial distribution of the fracture compliances. The matrix A G is a function of the incident field and the Green's functions between every grid points and receiver locations. The inversion of the vector m is performed using the truncated singularvalue decomposition of A G .
NUMERICAL MODELLING EXAMPLES
We use the boundary integral representation (equation 2) for forward modelling of the wavefield. Figure 1a shows the configurations for the modelling and the input fracture compliances assuming a laboratory-scale experiment. A horizontal fracture is embedded in a homogeneous medium (V P = 5350 m/s, V S = 3410 m/s, and  = 2500 kg/m 3 ). A vertical body-force source is located between the fracture and the receiver array. The incident wavefield is calculated from the analytical Green's functions in a homogenous medium. We evaluate the Neumann series expansion (equation 2) until it converges (k=10), and then we calculate the reflection response at the receiver array (Figure 1b) . Center frequency of the source wavelet is 0.25 MHz. Four reflection events from the fracture (PP, SP, PS and SS reflections) are visible. In order to check the accuracy of the modelled wavefield, we compare the result with the finite difference modelling of nonwelded interfaces (Coates and Schoenberg, 1995) , wave-number domain modelling (wdSDD, Nakagawa et al., 2004) , and the Kirchhoff approximation of equation (2). Figure 2 shows the comparison for the waveforms at 0.075 m. We conclude that the boundary integral representation correctly models the wavefield including nonwelded interfaces. We also compare the Born approximation and the higher order terms (i.e., the difference between the Neumann series expansion and the Born approximation) in Figure 2 , which suggests that the Born approximation overestimates the amplitudes of the reflected waves.
Next, we apply the Born inversion to the numerically modelled dataset. Figures 3a-c show, respectively, the results of estimated compliance distributions from a horizontal fracture at 0.172 m depth, a dipping fracture (dip angle of 10°), and three horizontal fractures. Here we show only the estimated normal compliance ( N ). We use three shot gathers for the inversion (see Figure 3a -c for the source-receiver configuration). The results indicate that the Born inversion successfully images and characterizes (Figure 3d ), mainly because (1) the Born approximation predicts larger amplitudes and thus underestimates compliance, and (2) the truncated singular values in the inversion contain information on additional compliance values.
LABORATORY EXPERIMENT
AVO INVERSION
The ultrasonic experiments are performed, which were originally designed for AVO analyses (Minato et al., 2018) . We simulate a thin, horizontal fracture with a known aperture, using two aluminum blocks separated by spacers. We measure PP reflection responses considering three different fracture conditions: a dry fracture, a homogeneously wet fracture, and a heterogeneously wet (half wet and half dry) fracture.
Here we briefly explain the AVO inversion recently proposed by Minato and Ghose (2016) . The approach estimates the reflection coefficients of the wet fracture ( where  is angular frequency,  incidence angle, and FS PP R the theoretical free-surface reflection coefficient. The AVO inversion searches for the fracture compliances which best explain the observed reflection coefficients. The approach is applied at each CMP (Minato et al., 2018) and the normal compliance along the fracture is estimated (Figure 4a ). The result shows that the wet part in the heterogeneous fracture (solid line at x=0.05-0.15 m) is less compliant than the dry part in the fracture (solid line at x=0.16-0.25 m), which is consistent with the fact that the inclusion of water stiffens a fracture. Note that the incidence angle calculation (equation 5) requires the geometry of the fracture to be known.
BORN INVERSION
We adapt our Born inversion scheme for the experimental dataset by reformulating the vectormatrix equation (equation 4) so as to contain only v z in the data vector d, and  N in the model vector m. We also assume large values for T , which is consistent with the AVO inversion (Minato et al., 2018) , where the authors discuss that the fracture does not have contact asperities. The deconvolution procedure in the AVO inversion (equation 5) compensates for the effect of the incidence field and the coupling difference among receivers. However, this procedure cannot be directly applied in the Born inversion. Therefore, in this study, we consider relative amplitudes and normalize the estimated compliance values using the results from the dry fracture, which enables us to evaluate relative changes of the compliance values of wet fractures from the dry fracture. Figure 4b shows the result of the Born inversion. where we clearly see that the fracture is nicely imaged. The estimated compliance values for the dry fracture are spatially varying, owing to the coupling differences among receivers and the assumed incidence field. In order to mitigate this effect, we further normalize the estimated compliances at different fracture conditions using that of the dry fracture (Figure 4c ). The result suggests that the homogeneously wet fracture (red line) is uniformly stiffer than the dry fracture (blue line). On the other hand, the heterogeneous fracture shows similar compliance to the wet fracture in the wet part (green line at 0.09-0.15 m), and larger compliance than the wet fracture in the dry part (green line at 0.17-0.2 m). We conclude that the Born inversion successfully detects the changes in the normal compliance due to the inclusion of water in the fracture.
CONCLUSION
We propose to exploit the boundary integral representation of the wavefield for modelling, imaging and characterizing nonwelded interfaces like fractures. A Neumann series expansion for the integral equation is evaluated in order to model the wavefield. Contrary to the AVO inversion, a newly derived Born inversion characterizes the fractures without knowing the fracture geometry. Our numerical modelling examples show the potential of the Born inversion for a horizontal or dipping fracture, and multiple sets of fractures. The results of laboratory experiments show that the Born inversion successfully images the fracture. Furthermore, the results suggest that it detects heterogeneous changes in the fracture compliance due to inclusion of water. The approach has the potential of further extension in order to consider multiple scattering due to multiple fractures in inversion and modelling. Furthermore, the nonwelded interface model represents a thin, compliant zone in a wide range of scales. Therefore, we expect that the approach will be crucial for characterizing mechanical and hydraulic properties of fractures, fault branches and large-scale geological faults.
